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The Scholars Programme mobilises PhD researchers to work with 

talented pupils that are underrepresented in highly selective 

universities. Your pupils will study a challenging, super-curricular 

programme pitched one stage above their current level in 

school. 

The Scholars Programme 

Key Personnel  

Each school nominates a lead 

teacher to select the pupils, 

co-ordinate the university visits 

and tutorials in school, and 

support the pupils throughout. 

The lead teacher has a crucial 

role in helping the pupils to 

succeed on the programme. 

Your school will be assigned a 

Programme Officer from The 

Brilliant Club. Your 

Programme Officer has 

helped to recruit and train 

your PhD tutor. They work 

closely with lead teachers to 

support programme logistics 

in school. 
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Programme Structure 
 

 

 

 

  
Launch Event 

Tutorials 1-5 

Usually once a week, delivering to two groups of 

six pupils 

Draft Assignment 

Tutorial 6 (one-to-one feedback) 

Final Assignment 
You will mark the final assignments, then take 

part in a national moderation process 

Tutorial 7 (one-to-one feedback) 

Graduation Event 

Training and Course Design 
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Key Dates 
 

 
*Subject to timing of Launch Event 

Key Actions and Events Timeline 

Initial Training (remote) On a rolling basis 

Training Day 13th November 

Launch Events 10th January – 26th January 

Tutorials 1-6 10th January* – 18th March 

Pupil Assignment Deadline 30th March 

Tutor Marks Deadline 6th April 

Final Feedback Tutorial 27th April – 4th May 

Graduation Event 

(attendance optional) 
3rd May – 18th May 
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Launching the Programme 

 
At the time of putting together this guidance (October 2021), we are still in discussions with 

our university partners regarding in-person Launch Events and alternative options, 

including virtual Launches. We have therefore included a summary below of both types 

of events. 

Online Launch Event 

We will ask all schools to join an online live Launch Event so that we can introduce pupils 

to The Scholars Programme and give them a taster of student life at a competitive 

university. 

We will also send Information, Advice and Guidance (IAG) and Study Skills sessions to 

schools which they can either show to pupils on the day of the Launch or at another 

convenient time. We have given teachers flexibility on how and when these sessions 

should be shown to the pupils, but we have asked that the Study Skills session is shown 

before the first tutorials. Please note each school will run this according to their 

preferences. 

Tutorial 1 will in most cases take place after the live Launch Events, whether you are 

delivering your tutorials in person or virtually. However, in some cases schools may have to 

schedule the tutorial to take place before the event.  

 

In-Person Launch Event 

An in-person Launch Event will take place on a university campus. As with an online 

Launch Event, pupils have an Information, Advice and Guidance Session and an 

opportunity to ask questions of university staff or ambassadors. Pupils will also take part in 

a Study Skills session. If our Launch Events take place in person, tutor attendance is 

compulsory and we will provide you with the date as soon as possible.  

You will deliver Tutorial 1 on the Launch Event, which is an exciting opportunity to deliver 

your tutorial in a university space. Please be aware when planning Tutorial 1 that the space 

for your tutorials will depend on the rooms available at the university. Sometimes PhD Tutors 

will share a room for Tutorial 1 which can make video content tricky to play. It is important 

to be flexible on the day and have a good sense of the main content you want to cover, 

as well as ensuring you have time to go through the baseline assignment in detail with 

pupils so they are confident completing this for homework. Further information will be 

provided in advance. 
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Tutorial 1 
 

Regardless of how your Launch Event takes place, when the pupils first meet you in Tutorial 

1, they likely won’t know anything about your course or discipline. Depending on when 

their Launch Event takes place, they might only know a little about The Scholars 

Programme and university life as well. It is important to spend the first ten minutes therefore 

introducing yourself and learning a little about them so you can support them during the 

programme.  

Some top tips for Tutorial 1: 

Introductions 

You’ll want to get to know your pupils – especially their names for 

the register! - but they’ll also want to get to know you as well. 

Don’t be shy to tell them about your journey to your PhD if you 

feel comfortable doing so. 

Icebreaker 

Activities 

Not everyone’s cup of tea, but many tutors like activities that 

ease pupils into the programme, for example asking each of 

them what they’re most excited about for the programme and 

what they’re most worried about. 

Keeping it 

Interactive 

The more you can get pupils talking earlier on, the better. Check 

your Tutorial 1 - does it start off with one or two short activities 

that will get the pupils involved right away? 

Avoiding Over-

Planning 

Everything will take longer than you think it will, from getting the 

pupils sat down to the individual tasks you ask the pupils to do, so 

don’t plan too much content in. 

 

Don’t forget to save at least five minutes at the end to go through your Baseline 

Assignment with the pupils and to check that they have all logged onto the Scholars VLE 

(virtual learning environment). If they flag any problems with this, please let your 

Programme Officer know ASAP. 
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Baseline Assignments 
 
All pupils should submit a baseline assignment as their first piece of homework following 

Tutorial 1. Please ensure you allow time to go through this task in Tutorial 1 so that pupils 

feel confident completing this piece of work and are aware of their deadline. Your 

Programme Officer will send you a separate guidance document detailing all functions 

of the Scholars Virtual Learning Environment, including how to access and mark pupils’ 

assignments.  

Submission of Baseline Assignments 

We would ask that you set the deadline of Tutorial 2 to complete the baseline assignment. 

It is important that submissions are received at the beginning of the programme in order 

for the assignment to represent an accurate reflection of pupils' baseline levels. As always, 

please do support pupils if there are any later submissions.  

If any pupils submit after Tutorial 3, please do not submit marks on the VLE. We would not 

be able to count this as a baseline assignment so we would ask that you inform your 

Programme Officer instead. You should still provide the pupils with qualitative feedback. 

Marking Baseline Assignments  

It is important that we have marks and sub-marks for all baseline assignments so that we 

can provide schools with evidence of pupils’ academic progress from the beginning to 

end of their Scholars Programme experience.  

Tutors should mark the baseline assignment using the same mark scheme as the final 

assignment (found at the beginning of your course handbook). All baseline assignment 

marks should be submitted by your third tutorial at the latest.  

Remember, pupils do not see these marks on the Scholars VLE platform. We expect the 

baseline assignment marks to be low, as they assess the pupils’ level before most input 

from the course. We therefore ask that you give the pupils qualitative feedback and do 

not tell them the mark they received.   
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Tutorials  
 

The small group environment is a really exciting opportunity to foster discussion and 

support your pupils as they explore your topic. 

 

Tutorial Dates 

and Times 

Dates and times are suggested according to the availability you 

provided on your form at the start of the programme, and pupils’ 

availability. We will suggest dates to you in the first instance and, should 

they work for you, pass them onto the school. Please reserve the times 

until schools are able to confirm them.  

Tutorials usually take place during the school day, so please note that 

schools will find rescheduling at short notice incredibly challenging. 

Tutorial Length 
You will deliver tutorials in two groups, so two sessions of 60 minutes. 

These usually take place back-to-back. 

Group Size Two groups of six. 

Registers 

Must be completed on the Scholars VLE platform within 24 hours of 

every tutorial, including the Launch Event tutorial. 

It is important that we have a record of attendance for child 

safeguarding and so that we can monitor pupil progress. 

Homework 

Homework should be set for each tutorial. Pupils should submit their 

homework on the Scholars VLE platform so they get used to using it on 

a regular basis. Please ensure that you set aside time in each tutorial 

to review homework and set the next week’s task. 

Please provide feedback on Scholars or in your next tutorial. 

Placement 

Updates 

Key to a successful placement are effective collaboration and regular 

communication between the Lead Teacher, PhD Tutor and 

Programme Officer. If you do not see your Lead Teacher after each 

tutorial, please send them a brief summary to update them on the 

pupils’ progress so they can support pupils throughout the programme. 

Please note that they may not always be able to reply but will 

appreciate these updates nonetheless. You will find templates to do 

this on pages 26-27. 

Placement 

Concerns 

If there are any issues with attendance, homework submission, or use 

of the Scholars VLE platform, please raise them with your Lead Teacher 

as soon as possible. Copy your Programme Officer into all 

correspondence so that we can find the most appropriate ways in 

which to support your placement. 

Classrooms 

The room you have for tutorials will depend on the spaces available at 

school and conversations you have with your Lead Teacher in 

advance. 

Please note that teachers are not usually required to sit in in tutorials, 

but sometimes like to find out more about your course. Also, if they 

have particular safeguarding policies, your tutorials may be observed. 

DBS Check 

Please ensure you take your DBS certificate and a photo ID to all your 

tutorials. Some schools will not be able to allow you to work with the 

pupils without showing this at reception each time. 
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Draft Feedback – Tutorial 6 
 

As part of The Scholars Programme, PhD Tutors design a final assignment which is pitched 

one key stage above the level pupils are currently working at. This is a lengthy, 

independent project which can be challenging for pupils but also gives them an excellent 

opportunity to develop their critical thinking and communication skills, along with their 

motivation and research. In Tutorial 6, PhD Tutors will provide one-to-one feedback on a 

draft of the pupils’ final assignments, meaning that the pupils can benefit from detailed 

feedback on their ideas before they complete the final project and receive a grade.  

 

The draft assignment homework will be set in Tutorial 5. You may wish for pupils to write a 

portion of their final assignment, or you may prefer a version of a plan instead, dependant 

on the length of time pupils have to write the draft or the key stage you are working with. 

 

Content 
Pupils should be given feedback on the content of the assignments 

only. Please not share a mark or predicted grade. 

Preparation 
As you will have 10 minutes to provide feedback to each pupil, you 

will need to have read and made notes on all the drafts in advance 

and have a sense of key feedback for each pupil. 

During the 

Tutorial 

The school should arrange for each pupil to come out of their normal 

lessons for their allocated 10-minute slot and speak with you about 

the essay draft. In some cases all pupils may be with you in the room 

at one time. Please check this in advance with your teacher and your 

Programme Officer will be able to offer support on how to run the 

session. 

 

Some top tips: 

1. Make sure that pupils take notes. Printing off their draft 

assignments or specifying where in their handbooks they should 

write down the ideas you discuss with them will remind them to do 

this. 

 

2. Give your pupil at least 3 specific actions they can take away to 

work on, as well as pointing out areas of success. You can find a 

written feedback template on our website (linked in appendix). 

Further guidance on giving effective feedback is available on our 

tutor training pages which will be shared with you from our 

Teaching and Learning team. 

 

3. Write down a note to yourself about what you spoke about and 

send your pupils an individual message on the Scholars VLE 

reminding them of your discussion, highlighting strengths and 

areas to develop. This will be worth the time investment! 
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Final Assignments 
The Final Assignments are the culmination of yours and your pupils’ hard work throughout 

the course. For many, this will be the first time they have completed an assignment like 

this, so the guidance and encouragement you are able to offer will support them to do 

the best they can. 

Online 

Submissions 

Pupils submit their Final Assignments over the Scholars VLE. The deadline 

passes at midnight on the evening of submission day. 

In cases where pupils are not able to use the Scholars platform, they can 

submit to schools@thebrilliantclub.org, putting their school name, your 

name and their own name in the subject line.  

Confirming 

Submissions  

The day after the deadline, send the Lead Teacher an email confirming 

which pupils have submitted final assignments and copy in your 

Programme Officer. Suggested templates can be found from Page 27. 

Marking 

Pupils should be graded only on their performance in the final essay. 

External factors, such as effort in tutorials and level of improvement, can 

be mentioned in the final feedback report but should not inform the 

grade. 

Pupils are marked using a university style marking policy (1st, 2.1, 2.2). 

They do not ‘fail’ if they receive less than 40%; instead, their grade is 

‘working towards a pass’. For each pupil, all marks will need to be 

entered on the Scholars VLE platform. Your Scholars VLE guidance 

document will provide further details on this.  

Tutors also need to complete a feedback report (linked in appendices) 

for each pupil and print them for Tutorial 7. Guidance regarding printing 

expenses can be found in the Finance section of the TSP Tutor Manual. 

Lateness 

To emulate a university experience, pupils have 10 marks deducted for 

late submission if there are no extenuating circumstances. To ensure 

pupils have a positive experience, we encourage the submission of 

outstanding assignments after the deadline so that pupils complete the 

programme and attend their Graduation. Therefore, we ask tutors to 

support this by marking late submissions. 

Plagiarism 

If you discover that a pupil has plagiarised part of the assignment, please 

let your Programme Officer know ASAP. While plagiarism is a serious 

offence, particularly at university, it is important to remember the idea of 

referencing will likely be entirely new to pupils and therefore some 

leniency should be applied, depending on the severity of the plagiarism.  

In most cases, the pupil will be given the opportunity to resubmit. If they 

choose not to, your Programme Officer will work with you to decide the 

penalty and apply appropriate deductions. 

Moderation 

You will be contacted by a Moderation Lead at The Brilliant Club.  

• After marking your pupils’ assignments, email three of your scripts 

to your Moderation Lead. If your final assignment involves a 

problem set, please also send the mark scheme.  

• Your moderation lead will send you three scripts by another PhD 

Tutors’ tutees and ask you to decide if you agree with the marks 

awarded. 

• Email your Moderation Lead whether or not you agree with the 

initial marks and why by the date outlined in their initial email.  

mailto:schools@thebrilliantclub.org
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DataKind Findings – Summary 

In March 2020, we partnered with DataKind UK for an in-depth analysis of Scholars 

Programme pupil outcomes data. At a hackathon weekend, 20 volunteer data scientists 

teamed up with our Research and Impact Department to better understand why some 

pupils successfully submit their final assignments and others do not.  

The analysis showed that some tutor characteristics and actions were positively correlated 

with final assignment submission rates, including tutors’ attendance at Launch Trips. We 

observed differences by age group: Key Stage 5 pupils have a somewhat lower 

submission rate, and individual pupil characteristics such as eligibility for Pupil Premium 

partially explain completion of final assignments. In contrast, pupils in Key Stage 2 

generally submit at higher rates and school-level factors, such as geography, play an 

important role. 

Based on this analysis we will put in place measures to better monitor and support pupils 

from groups with a lower likelihood of successfully completing the programme. 

Supporting TSP pupils to submit their final assignments 

Successfully submitting their final assignments at the end of a Scholars Programme 

placement is a considerable achievement for pupils: it follows university-level academic 

standards, allows pupils to apply what they have learnt in tutorials, and, for many, is the 

longest piece of writing they have completed to date. Currently, more than five out of 

six pupils successfully complete their final assignments each year, and more than half 

achieve a 1st or a 2.1. However, we will always work towards the aim of all pupils 

submitting their final assignments, and we ask that tutors support us in this. 

Top Tips to increase final assignment submissions 

• Tell your Programme Officer as soon as you have concerns about engagement on 

the programme – they will be able to suggest next steps and can support you in 

conversations with the Lead Teacher 

• Ensure that you submit data (such as baseline assignment marks and registers) on 

time so that it is easier for everyone to know if pupils are falling behind 

• Pupils might not be forthcoming about a lack of access to IT facilities at home, but 

we would recommend making the group aware of alternative ways of submitting 

their final assignments, e.g. photographing written work and emailing it to 

schools@thebrilliantclub.org  

• If some pupils are not submitting homework, it might be beneficial to deliver group 

feedback at the start of the next tutorial. Take some anonymous examples of good 

sentences to model to the rest of the group 

• Praise can go a long way - get used to using positive praise throughout the tutorials 

and on the VLE. This is applicable for all pupils, but those at risk will benefit more from 

reminders about what they are doing well 

 

 

 

  

https://www.datakind.org/chapters/datakind-uk
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Final Feedback – Tutorial 7 
 

The final feedback tutorial is perhaps the most important tutorial of the placement as it 

allows pupils to reflect on what they have learned throughout the course and to identify 

areas of strength and development in their final assignment. The tutorial will be structured 

as one-to-one feedback on the pupils’ essays, like Tutorial 6. 

 

Preparation 

The feedback given to pupils should focus on their strengths and areas 

for development rather than on the grade they achieved. Please use 

the feedback report (linked in appendices) to help structure these 

discussions with pupils.  

PhD Tutors should initially conceal the grades where possible so that 

feedback is given in detail before pupils are allowed to see their grade.  

Post-

programme 

assessment 

Pupils will need to complete their post-programme assessments online 

after they have received feedback. The Lead Teacher will be asked to 

ensure there is provision for this, but please check with the pupils that 

they know where they are going after the session and why. 

 

Their teacher will then give them each an assessment Code to use to 

access the questions. This informs the second part of assessing pupils’ 

progress on the programme, further details of which are outlined below 

in Measuring Impact section. 
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Graduation Event and Follow Up 
 

Pupils who successfully submit their final assignment are invited to a Graduation Event at 

a competitive university, Covid-19 restrictions permitting. All PhD Tutors are invited to 

attend the Graduation Event; however, this is voluntary and not required. 

 

PhD Tutors at 

Graduation 

Events 

If you would like to attend, we would be delighted for you to be involved 

in any of the following ways: 

• Giving a Keynote Speech during the Ceremony 

• Shaking hands and handing out certificates 

At some events, there may also be the opportunity to deliver a Taster 

Lecture for pupils.  

The Scholar 

If you have been impressed by an outstanding piece of work produced 

by one of your pupils, you can nominate it to be published in The 

Scholar.  

 

Publication in The Scholar is competitive, which means that not all 

nominated articles will be able to be published. All essays nominated for 

publication go through a peer-review process. Therefore, please do not 

inform schools until The Brilliant Club has confirmed that an essay will be 

included.  

 

Your Programme Officer will send further details about the nomination 

process and information should you wish to volunteer to become a 

member of the selection panel. 

Impact Report 

Your school’s Impact Report is compiled by The Brilliant Club to evaluate 

the effect that The Scholars Programme has had within the school. The 

final results of your pupils will be compared with regional and national 

statistics. The Impact Report also compares pupils’ self-evaluation of 

their academic skills and confidence before and after the programme.  

We will share your placement’s report at the end of the programme. 

Further details about measuring impact can be found on the following 

page. 

End of 

Programme 

Survey 

All PhD Tutors will receive a link to our online end of programme survey. 

Please do complete this so we can continue to improve the programme 

and the experience for you and your pupils term on term. 

 
  

http://www.thebrilliantclub.org/news-and-views/the-scholar/
http://www.thebrilliantclub.org/news-and-views/the-scholar/
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Measuring Impact 
 

To showcase the work you and your pupils have achieved, The Brilliant Club has 

developed a set of five university preparedness outcomes. By assessing these outcomes 

throughout the programme we will be able to demonstrate pupils’ progress and support 

teachers to take forward your work with pupils to address areas of strength and 

development. 

The outcomes are designed to support pupils’ progression to highly selective universities, 

and have been chosen based on the best available data about how our programmes 

work as well as wider evidence about how these outcomes increase progression to higher 

education. Further details about what these outcomes are, and how we assess them are 

provided in the Table below.  

 

Competency Definition How do we assess this? 

Subject 

knowledge  

Demonstrating a range of 

knowledge about a new subject 

and being able to use this 

knowledge effectively in written 

work.  

The progress between pupils’ 

baseline and final assignment 

Written 

Communication 

Writing clear and 

engaging written work.  

The progress between pupils’ 

baseline and final assignment 

Critical thinking 

Demonstrating analysis and 

evaluation skills through written 

work. Examples of how we define 

analyse and evaluation are 

provided below:  

Analysis: Analyses key ideas, 

information, and 

arguments. Interprets meaning 

and makes connections. 

  

Evaluation: Recognises and 

uses arguments and statements 

and decides on their strengths 

and weaknesses and on how 

important they are.   

The progress between pupils’ 

baseline and final assignment 

University Self-

Efficacy 

Believing in one’s 

ability to develop the knowledge, 

skills and behaviours needed to 

succeed at university, including 

the most-competitive 

The pupil assessment form and 

event questionnaire ask about 

pupils’ belief to succeed at 

university. This outcome 

is measured using a 

combination of programme-

specific items and broader items 

from existing surveys about 

university outreach and 

preparedness.    
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Virtual Scholars Programme 
 

Depending on government restrictions, it may not be possible for tutors to visit schools or 

there may also be circumstances where schools would prefer for a placement to take 

place virtually. We can offer schools the option to run The Scholars Programme virtually, 

either with pupils in school and the tutor delivering remotely, or with pupils accessing 

tutorials from home. If your placement school decides to run The Scholars Programme 

virtually, your Programme Officer will let you know as soon as possible.   

The programme structure will remain broadly the same, with tutors delivering the main 

content of the course in Tutorials 1-5, and Tutorials 6 and 7 dedicated to feedback on the 

draft and final assignment respectively. The main difference will be that the tutorials are 

delivered online. 

How will the tutorials work? 

Your Programme Officer will set up your virtual tutorials and send you the links and log in 

details to access the tutorials. They will also provide detailed guidance on how to use the 

platform and top tips on how to deliver online tutorials. Where pupils are accessing the 

tutorials in school, we ask that as a minimum they organise a webcam and microphone 

for the pupils so that you can see the pupils and they can ask questions. 

In a situation where some or all pupils are at home, pupils will also be able to join the 

tutorials remotely.  

Tutor Training 

If you are asked to deliver your tutorials remotely, we have prepared a short online training 

session on delivering tutorials online that we would ask you to watch in advance. You can 

find it on our website here (password: tbctutors). 

Virtual Tutorial Structure 

To ensure that we are adhering to safeguarding best practices and that pupils get the 

most out of their Virtual Scholars Programme, we have changed the structure of Tutorials 

6 and 7 slightly for virtual placements. 

As with in-school tutorials, Tutorials 1-5 

will be small group sessions. As we 

cannot allow tutors to meet with pupils 

one-to-one online, Tutorials 6 and 7 will 

be group feedback tutorials so again, 

tutors will meet the pupils in two groups 

of 6. Tutors will provide individual written 

feedback on the VLE in advance and 

spend the tutorial time providing group 

feedback and guidance to support 

pupils with their academic work. Further 

guidance for providing group 

feedback and resources to support 

with this session will be provided nearer 

the time. 

Tutorials 1-5 

You will deliver the tutorials virtually 

Draft Assignment 

Tutorial 6 (whole group feedback) 

Final Assignment 

Tutorial 7 (whole group feedback) 

https://thebrilliantclub.org/tutor-training/electives/
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Teaching and Learning Top Tips  
 

Teaching and 

Learning Area 
Top Tip 

Checking 

understanding 

 

• Build the tutorial around questions that allow you to check pupils 

have understood concepts. If they have not understood a 

concept or are confused, it is worth spending time to set them 

straight before moving on to the topics that follow. 

• Allow time to go back over concepts and check understanding 

at the end of the tutorial – for example, plan ten minutes at the 

end of each tutorial for this. 

• Plan your tutorials to include multiple opportunities to check 

pupils’ understanding, both formally and informally and what 

actions you will take to check pupils’ understanding in tutorials. 

Planning to 

develop 

knowledge and 

skills 

 

• Develop tutorials based on the university style and explain to the 

pupils that you are going to treat them as being university pupils. 

This will capture their attention and will make the tutorials more 

challenging. Pupils' interests are often not related to the subject 

of your research so the emphasis in tutorials should be using the 

subject content to develop pupils’ academic skills, rather than 

focusing on developing pupils as subject experts. Make this 

clear that through the tutorials they will learn how researchers 

work at the university and they will have the opportunity to 

develop general research skills. 

• It is more important for pupils to develop key skills than for you 

to deliver all your content. 

• Teach few points in detail rather than many points quickly or 

without sufficient support and checks for understanding. Also, 

begin development of their writing skills from tutorial 1 

feedback. 

Planning to adapt 

your delivery in 

tutorials 

 

• Prepare for parts of the tutorial to be dropped or condensed if 

something else needs to be focused on for longer. Extra parts 

can then be added in if you finish everything sooner than 

expected. 

• Being flexible with planned activities helps with getting pupils to 

engage in discussions. Sometimes, what they find most 

interesting and what gets them thinking and talking can take 

them off at tangents from the core tutorial topics. It can be 

helpful to support these digressions, within reason, and it is 

helpful to build some flexibility into tutorial plans to anticipate 

them. 

• Keep it simple - if you think you might not have time to cover 

everything you want to in a session, you won't! Plan less – for 

example, be clear on one or two key concepts that you want 

to get across. 

• Do not be afraid to let the pupils take control - some of the most 

exciting discussions when pupils pursue points we might 

consider tangents. By letting them follow their ideas through, 

pupils can learn how to relate their ideas back to the question 

at hand, which really comes in handy for essay writing. 
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• Your two groups can need completely different support, so be 

prepared to adapt the delivery of exactly the same content! 

Setting up the final 

assignment 

 

• Asking the pupils what would help them most in preparation for 

the assignment can be very helpful. 

• Tutorial 5 should focus primarily on revising key content and 

introducing the final assignment to pupils.  

• Plan at least 20 minutes for pupils to ask questions about the final 

assignment. Remember that this type of academic writing will 

be entirely new to almost all pupils and they may find it quite a 

daunting task. The more support your are able to provide in 

Tutorial 5 and 6, the more confident pupils will feel in writing their 

final assignment. 

Preparing for 

schools 

 

• Don't assume that IT facilities will work smoothly (e.g. you might 

not be able to access a school’s WiFi network, sometimes school 

intranet won't let you open your emails to bring up files, 

sometimes it won't let you plug in a USB, etc.) - so if you want to 

present a short PowerPoint always good to have a backup by 

bringing your own laptop/tablet. 

• Flexibility - throughout the tutorials things will inevitably change 

due to the nature of schools and pupils. Sometimes schools do 

unexpected things, some pupils leave and others join late, and 

what you think are the easiest parts of the course are sometimes 

the most difficult for pupils. Your pupils may also have 

commitments outside of tutorials that may take their attention 

away from your assignments. If you have any concerns please 

share these with your Programme Officer. 
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Tutorial 7: Top Tips 
 

Here are our 7 top tips for conducting your final feedback tutorials: 

 

1. Begin by asking your pupils how they felt they did in their essay  

E.g. ask them ‘what are you most proud of?’ Or ‘if you could have another go at this, what 

might you do differently’?  

 

2. Frame the feedback around the positives  

E.g. consider beginning with something like ‘in order for this tutorial to be as useful as 

possible to you, I’m necessarily going to focus on things you could improve on, but it’s 

important to remember that this is a strong/good/excellent/amazing [as appropriate] 

essay and you should be proud of your work on this programme  

 

3. Link any feedback to specific examples  

E.g. In paragraph 4, you mention x, which is good, but you can make it even better by 

discussing how x and y are related. 

 

4. Make ‘even better if’s’ actionable 

E.g. instead of saying ‘there are lots of errors here, you need to have proofread this better’ 

say, ‘there were quite a few errors here – do you proofread your work before submitting 

it? How? Have you tried…’?  

E.g. instead of saying ‘this sentence isn’t clear’ say, ‘this is an important point, but you can 

make it clearer by rephrasing it this way…’ 

 

5. Give pupils 3 things they can do to improve their next essay  

It’s important to get pupils to think about what they’ve learned and how they will apply it 

in the future, so they don’t see the Scholars programme as a discrete experience 

disconnected from their academic journeys. Where possible emphasise the transferrable 

skills they have developed which are relevant to undergraduate study more generally or 

to other school lessons. 

 

6. Link, where you can, to undergraduate work or skills  

E.g. ‘The analysis of the poem you do in paragraph 3 here is the kind of analysis we look 

for in undergraduate work – you’re picking up on the detail of the language and 

contextualising it within the wider concepts of the course’ etc.  

E.g. ‘this is something undergraduates can also find challenging, so its great to see you 

starting to develop your skills in X’ 

 

7. Try to focus on the big picture.  

Pupils have been working a key stage above their current level and on top of their school 

work, and this is the end of their programme, so as well as those ‘takeaways’ for how to 

improve, make sure they leave proud of the work that they’ve completed.  
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The Brilliant Club Website – Online 

Resources 
 

You can find a range of resources available to you in the tutor section of our website. Click 

on the titles below to be taken to the pages: 

PhD Tutor Hub Main Page (password: tbctutors) 

Continued Professional Development Electives - a range of electives to support with your 

continued development, covering topics such as developing engaging tutorials, 

teaching sensitive topics and developing university-style learning environments in schools. 

Guidance Documents – a selection of manuals and guidance documents which our PhD 

tutors may find useful, including this document, tutor expenses deadlines and guidance 

for using the Scholars VLE. Also on this page are some how-to videos showing you how to 

use the Scholars VLE. 

Digital Delivery Guidance – resources to support with delivering Scholars Programme 

tutorials online, including technical guidance for delivering tutorials on Zoom. 

Written Feedback – here you can find the feedback reports for the pupils’ draft and final 

assignments, as well as a guidance document for plagiarism and providing effective 

feedback.  

Study Skills Ages 9-13 and Ages 14-17 – resources to use alongside your delivery of the 

programme to pupils, including Research skills, and Referencing and Plagiarism. 

 

If prompted for additional passwords on these pages, please use tbctutors. During your 

placement, your Programme Officer will direct you to these resources on the website at 

the appropriate points, but please do look ahead and familiarise yourself with these 

resources if you would like to.  

 

 

  

https://thebrilliantclub.org/already-working-with-us/phd-tutor-hub/
https://thebrilliantclub.org/tutor-training/electives/
https://thebrilliantclub.org/already-working-with-us/phd-tutor-hub/tutor-guidance-documents/
https://thebrilliantclub.org/already-working-with-us/phd-tutor-hub/digital-delivery-guidance/
https://thebrilliantclub.org/already-working-with-us/phd-tutor-hub/final-assignments/
https://thebrilliantclub.org/already-working-with-us/phd-tutor-hub/tutor-study-skills-ks2-and-3/
https://thebrilliantclub.org/already-working-with-us/phd-tutor-hub/tutor-study-skills-ks4/
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Supporting SEND pupils on The 

Scholars Programme 
 

What is SEND?  

In an educational context, SEND refers to children with ‘special educational needs and 

disability’. 

• Special education needs refer to learning difficulties that require some special 

provision or support for a pupil  

• Learning disabilities refer to a pupil having “significantly greater difficulty in learning 

than the majority of others of the same age” 

 

This guidance focuses on strategies to support pupils with specific learning differences 

(SpLDs) such as dyslexia, dyspraxia and dysgraphia. If a pupil in your tutorial group has 

other needs, please speak to your Programme Officer for advice on providing support. 

Your Lead Teacher will also be able to give guidance on how to support SEND pupils 

based on the support they may currently be receiving in school. 

 

Why focus on SpLDs? 

It’s thought around 10% of the population are dyslexic. SpLDs affect the way information 

is learned and processed, but they occur independently of intelligence. By planning some 

additional support, pupils can thrive on The Scholars Programme.  

 

How can I plan my tutorials to better support SEND pupils? 

We encourage PhD tutors to always talk to the lead teacher of their placement to find 

out background information about the pupils they will be working with. If there are 

strategies already used by the school, PhD tutors should adopt these where possible. For 

example, if a pupil needs resources printing in a larger size, PhD tutors should speak to their 

Programme Officer about arranging this with the course handbook. 

There are, however, a number of strategies that PhD tutors may find helpful to support 

pupils in their tutorial groups. Indeed, a lot of these strategies will help all pupils regardless 

of SEND status. 

Tutorial 

environment 

• Find out information from the lead teacher on the pupils’ backgrounds 

• A ‘high interest and low stress’ learning environment – praise effort and 

avoid comparisons between pupils. For example:  

– avoid putting pupils ‘on the spot’ – give thinking time 

– culture of enquiry rather than being simply right or wrong 

– break down complex instructions into a series of smaller steps 

• Check pupils have understood content before moving on 

• Give pupils a clear way to let you know they don’t understand 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/398815/SEND_Code_of_Practice_January_2015.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/398815/SEND_Code_of_Practice_January_2015.pdf
https://www.bdadyslexia.org.uk/dyslexia/neurodiversity-and-co-occurring-differences
https://www.bdadyslexia.org.uk/dyslexia
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Reading 

• Remember that reading ability may not match comprehension of texts 

so pupils can benefit from knowing what they are looking for and 

‘reading with understanding’ as this plays to their comprehension 

strengths rather than weakness in decoding. 

• Reading with understanding* 

– establish the purpose: what do you want the pupil to learn from the 

reading? (e.g. background knowledge, reading for an essay) 

– read ‘actively’ – encourage pupils to make notes and highlight key 

passages from the text (mind-maps may also work well) 

– check understanding – encourage pupils to ask themselves what 

they have learnt from a reading task 

• Teach skimming and scanning techniques 

• Pre-reading: provide information in advance 

• Background colour (white can be difficult) - coloured overlays can 

help 

• Justify text to the left to help avoid distracting ‘rivers’ in text 

*You could also do some of these for the pupils 

Note taking 

• If delivering a short lecture, establish purpose so pupils can distinguish 

between key information and digressions 

• Help prepare shorthand – e.g. ‘Shk’ for Shakespeare 

• Write new terminology and key words on a board 

• Remind pupils that spelling isn’t important in notes: as long as they can 

read what they have written, they can go back and correct spelling 

after 

• Consider alternatives to writing: such as, verbally recording notes (if 

older children have phones, could they record voice memos?) 

Organisation 

• Check pupils have recorded and understood homework and know 

how to submit it. Inform lead teacher of task and deadline so they can 

support with reminders. 

• Organising writing: blank pages can be overwhelming – especially to 

pupils who struggle to organise their thoughts. Consider providing: 

– subheadings 

– a mind map with key words already recorded 

– diagrams that only need to be labelled 

– part prepared handouts or photocopied sheets to reduce 

unnecessary writing 

• Encourage older pupils to use their phones to set reminders for tasks 

and deadlines (outside of class time!) 

https://dsp.stackexchange.com/questions/374/river-detection-in-text
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Essay writing 

• ‘Staging: have pupils complete tasks in logical steps or increments 

instead of all at once; reinforce the positive aspects of pupil’s efforts; 

be patient; encourage pupil to be patient’ (Richards, 2017,) 

• Providing planning frameworks: there are a range of example here 

• Explicitly teach how to structure paragraphs: for example, the 

‘hamburger’ structure 

• Provide an editing checklist for pupils to use: 

– Does the essay answer the question? 

– Does it contain irrelevances that should be excluded? 

– Does it maintain a logical sequence? 

– Are the sentences complete and a suitable length? 

General 

Teaching 

and 

Learning Tips 

• Set clear expectations for each activity and allow pupils to ask 

questions about the instructions 

• Practical sensory or physical experiences can support the development 

of abstract ideas (e.g. explaining functions of the heart in the context 

of familiar sensations) 

• Create an environment with low levels of distraction 

• Avoid pure black text on a white background and avoid the use of red 

and green together in the same figure or table 

Further reading 

• Babbin, E. (n.d.). Is Dysgraphia the Same Thing as Disorder of Written Expression? 

[online]. Available at: https://www.understood.org/en/learning-attention-

issues/child-learning-disabilities/dysgraphia/is-dysgraphia-the-same-thing-as-disorder-

of-written-expression 

• Bailey, E. (2014). How Dyslexia Impacts Writing Skills [online]. Available at: 

https://www.thoughtco.com/how-dyslexia-impacts-writing-skills-3111195  

• Bailey, E. (2017). Helping Pupils with Dyslexia and Dysgraphia Improve Writing Skills 

[online]. Available at: https://www.thoughtco.com/helping-dyslexia-dysgraphia-

improve-writing-skills-3111194  

• British Dyslexia Foundation: http://www.bdadyslexia.org.uk/ 

• Nichols, David. Coloring for Colorblindness: 

https://davidmathlogic.com/colorblind/#%23D81B60-%231E88E5-%23FFC107-

%23004D40  

• Dysgraphia.org.uk: http://www.dysgraphia.org.uk 

• Dyspraxia Foundation: http://dyspraxiafoundation.org.uk/ 

• Osen-Foss, J. (n.d.). Download: Graphic Organizers to Help Kids with Writing [online]. 

Available at: https://www.understood.org/en/school-learning/learning-at-

home/encouraging-reading-writing/download-graphic-organizers-to-help-grade-

schoolers-with-writing  

• Richards, R. (2017). Strategies for Dealing with Dysgraphia [online]. Available at: 

http://www.ldonline.org/article/5890/ [Accessed 2 May 2017]. 

• Williams, Y. (n.d.). What Is Dysgraphia? - Symptoms, Treatment & Definition [online]. 

Available at: http://study.com/academy/lesson/what-is-dysgraphia-symptoms-

treatment-definition.html 

https://www.understood.org/en/school-learning/learning-at-home/encouraging-reading-writing/download-graphic-organizers-to-help-grade-schoolers-with-writing
https://assets.ctfassets.net/p0qf7j048i0q/3WVNc6ZW15aTm0KIvOwhwW/fdf433d9b391e520a5ccf9c2722edf01/Hamburger_Paragraph_Graphic_Organizer_Understood.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/p0qf7j048i0q/3WVNc6ZW15aTm0KIvOwhwW/fdf433d9b391e520a5ccf9c2722edf01/Hamburger_Paragraph_Graphic_Organizer_Understood.pdf
https://www.understood.org/en/learning-attention-issues/child-learning-disabilities/dysgraphia/is-dysgraphia-the-same-thing-as-disorder-of-written-expression
https://www.understood.org/en/learning-attention-issues/child-learning-disabilities/dysgraphia/is-dysgraphia-the-same-thing-as-disorder-of-written-expression
https://www.understood.org/en/learning-attention-issues/child-learning-disabilities/dysgraphia/is-dysgraphia-the-same-thing-as-disorder-of-written-expression
https://www.thoughtco.com/how-dyslexia-impacts-writing-skills-3111195
https://www.thoughtco.com/helping-dyslexia-dysgraphia-improve-writing-skills-3111194
https://www.thoughtco.com/helping-dyslexia-dysgraphia-improve-writing-skills-3111194
http://www.bdadyslexia.org.uk/
http://www.bdadyslexia.org.uk/
https://davidmathlogic.com/colorblind/#%23D81B60-%231E88E5-%23FFC107-%23004D40
https://davidmathlogic.com/colorblind/#%23D81B60-%231E88E5-%23FFC107-%23004D40
http://www.dysgraphia.org.uk/
http://dyspraxiafoundation.org.uk/
http://dyspraxiafoundation.org.uk/
https://www.understood.org/en/school-learning/learning-at-home/encouraging-reading-writing/download-graphic-organizers-to-help-grade-schoolers-with-writing
https://www.understood.org/en/school-learning/learning-at-home/encouraging-reading-writing/download-graphic-organizers-to-help-grade-schoolers-with-writing
https://www.understood.org/en/school-learning/learning-at-home/encouraging-reading-writing/download-graphic-organizers-to-help-grade-schoolers-with-writing
http://www.ldonline.org/article/5890/
http://study.com/academy/lesson/what-is-dysgraphia-symptoms-treatment-definition.html
http://study.com/academy/lesson/what-is-dysgraphia-symptoms-treatment-definition.html
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Template Emails 

 

Placement Update 

 

Dear XX,   

 

I hope this email finds you well. I really enjoyed delivering the tutorials today. We were 

mainly focusing on [subject content – comment on how pupils engaged with the 

material]. This email is a quick update on how the pupils are doing in tutorials. If you 

have any comments on their progress or feedback you have received from the pupils 

about the course so far, then I would love to hear more about that as well.   

 

Attendance   

 

The following pupils were absent for Tutorial 2: [Pupil Names].   

 

I will send all of the pupils a message on Scholars which will help them to catch up on 

the missed work. We worked through pages X to X in the handbook and their homework 

assignment for this week is on page X. [Pupil name] participated really well throughout 

the tutorial so perhaps they can support the others in catching up on the missed work. 

 

Homework Assignments   

 

I was really impressed by the standard and effort that XX, XX and XX put into their 

homework assignment. Please praise these pupils on their efforts when you see them in 

school.   

 

Unfortunately, the following pupils did not submit their homework assignments: XX. 

[Explain what action you have taken to discuss this with the pupil and any support you 

have provided]. It would be much appreciated if you can please check in with these 

pupils and support them with completing their homework assignment next time. As all 

the homework assignments feed into the next tutorials and ultimately the final 

assignment, it will help the pupils to keep completing their assignments throughout the 

course. 

 

Scholars 

 

The following pupils have yet to log onto the Scholars platform: XX, XX, and XX.  

 

If these pupils are experiencing problems with the platform, they can email 

schools@thebrilliantclub.org. Alternatively, let myself or your Programme Officer at The 

Brilliant Club know and we can try to help with this. All pupils must submit their baseline 

and final assignments over the Scholars platform and so it is important that they are able 

to log into the system soon. This will also mean I can advise them on any questions about 

their work between tutorials.  

 

Pupil achievement and effort   

 

Throughout the tutorial I was really impressed with XX and XX. [Add something about 

why these pupils performed well in the tutorials] [Add any concerns you have here 

about pupils, including suggestions on how they could be improve their work]   
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Thank you for supporting the tutorials, and I really look forward to the next session in 

school. If there is anything else I can help with please do not hesitate to get in touch.   

 

Best wishes,   
 

 

 

Baseline/Final Assignment Submission List  

 
Dear XX,   

 

I hope this email finds you well. I am emailing with a quick update about the pupils who 

have submitted by the deadline.  

 

I am pleased to report that the following pupils submitted their final assignment within 24 

hours of the deadline, and their assignments will be counted as submitted on time: XX, 

XX, XX, and XX.  

 

Unfortunately, I did not receive submissions from: XX, XX, XX, and XX.  

 

A late submission from these pupils would be welcomed, and I would be grateful if you 

can speak to them about submitting. I would be more than happy to answer any 

questions they have over the Scholars platform to support them in completing the work.  

 

If you know about any problems individual pupils faced do let myself and [PROGRAMME 

OFFICER] know so we can help.   

 

Best wishes,   
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Tutorial Register Template 
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Professional Development  

 

 

 

 

Opportunity Details 

Tutorial 

Observation 

A member of The Brilliant Club staff will come to observe one of your in-school 

tutorials and provide feedback on your teaching. The feedback will encompass a 

range of areas including: awareness of pupil needs; relevance; rapport; 

organisation; and delivery. We can also provide targeted feedback on an area 

that you would like to develop. This is an excellent way of receiving constructive 

feedback to use in future teaching with The Brilliant Club or at university  

Academic 

Taster 

Lecture 

The Brilliant Club Graduation Events can be for 30-200 pupils and sometimes 

parents. Your academic taster lecture could be up to 40-50 minutes. You would 

need to present the material in an academically rigorous but engaging and 

interactive way. This would provide an opportunity to think about making your 

research comprehensible for non-academic audiences and would provide 

experience in lecture style teaching and public speaking 

‘The 

Scholar’ 

Reviewer 

‘The Scholar’ is a peer-reviewed journal published by The Brilliant Club which 

features a selection of outstanding final assignments from pupils. Reviewers would 

read and assess work that has been nominated by other PhD Tutors. This would 

give you experience peer reviewing work through a similar process to academic 

journals and would also provide deeper insights to The Scholars Programme should 

you be discussing the charity in academic interviews 

Training 

Electives 

The Brilliant Club offers a range of elective modules for tutors to choose from when 

completing their training at the start of a term, allowing them to develop their own 

teaching and widening participation interests. Tutors can request to deliver an 

elective module, working with members of our Teaching & Learning team, on a 

topic that you feel is important for PhD researchers. To deliver an elective would 

allow you to develop your ability to talk about teaching and pedagogical 

concepts and you would also be contributing to training future PhD Tutors. Please 

note we cannot always accommodate this request. 

Assessment 

Centres 

Across the organisation, we run termly Assessment Centres to recruit new tutors. 

These are conducted on-site at our partner universities or in our offices. There is an 

opportunity for our current PhD Tutors to be involved with our Assessment Centres 

by helping to assess the mini-lesson. This involves working alongside a Brilliant Club 

member of staff to assess candidates on the criteria we seek in a Brilliant Club tutor. 

This opportunity gives you experience of decision making and recruitment within 

a non-profit organisation 

Recruitment 

Events 

As we continue to recruit more PhD Tutors across the country, we run multiple 

recruitment events at our partner universities. These are events where we speak to 

prospective candidates about what The Brilliant Club is, what The Scholars 

Programme is, and what being a PhD tutor with us might look like. At these events, 

there is the opportunity for our current PhD Tutors to attend and talk about their 

experience working as a tutor with The Brilliant Club. This opportunity would give 

you the chance to practice communicating your experience and the transferable 

skills you have developed through working as a tutor with us, in addition to 

experience with public speaking 
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